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最后对论文进行了总结与展望。本系统采用.NET 开发平台和 MVC 技术框架，系
统的前台使用 ASP.NET、HTML5和 JavaScript 技术；系统的后台使用 C#、ADO.NET






































With the pace of economic globalization accelerating and China's financial 
industry opening up for foreign banks, China's banking industry is facing huge 
pressures and challenges. In order to win in the fierce market competition, the bank 
of commerce must focus on the customers, providing customers with high quality 
service. Faced with large quantities of statistics of customers, traditional technology 
of statistic obviously can not keep up with the times. As a result, a problem how to 
dig out valuable information from huge amount of stored data and how to efficiently 
deal with customers’ information between bank and its customers arise from the 
technology of data mining. This date mining technology can be used to dig out 
useful data and information which are stored in customers’ date base. Therefore, the 
standard of the customer intelligent analysis system will be so greatly improved that 
our bank increases its competition to other banks. Due to its core function in the 
customer intelligent analysis system, this technology is significant on whether the 
bank can succeed in carrying out the customer intelligent analysis system strategy as 
well as improving the policy making. 
This dissertation firstly explores the background, situation and significance of the 
study and then introduces the related technology about the enterprise personnel 
system.It analyzes the feasibility of this system and the customers, functions of this 
system.And then by analysis it concludes the layout of the system,including the 
design of system modes, system functions and databases. This paper expounds the 
design of the function model of the system. It mainly introduces the design of the 
system structures, system information management, customer information 
management, customer service management and customer statistical analysis.And 
then it describes in detail the effects of parts of the modes. It mainly introduces the 
implementation of the functions of system.Then it made a test on the system and 
proposes some testing measures and examplifies some testing cases. Finally it draws 
a conclusion of the paper and anticipates the future development. The system used 
















HTML5 and JavaScript techniques for the foreground of the system, and using C# 
and ADO.NET and SQL Server techniques for the background of the system. 
The system showed good effect after using. It reduced the workload of sales 
personnel information management, greatly improved the efficiency of the customer 
development, and avoided the low-level error such as repeated and error service to 
the user. The system made the effective tracking management to improve the user 
experience, advanced the customer service satisfaction and make product sales 
amount significantly increased. It also saved human resources, improved the bank's 
competitiveness in this city and achieved the goal of project development. 
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第一章  绪论 

































































行业得到了广泛应用。依据 CSO 论坛和 Deloitte 咨询公司 99 年对使用客户智
能分析系统的全球 202 个公司做调查表明：其中有服务业占 39%，制造业占 47%，






































语言和 JavaScript 语言完成系统前台页面的开发，系统基于 MVC 架构使得系统
具有了良好的扩展性。 
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